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Avoiding Scams
Todd Rehrig

A&S Katz, LLC

The only way to avoid being a target for a scam today
is to live someplace remote with no access to a phone, copier,
fax, internet, television or even electricity. Scam artists and
crooks are constantly looking for opportunities to prey on the
innocent and their schemes evolve daily. Unfortunately, a lot
of people are afraid of authority, so when a scammer pretends to be someone official, they immediately cooperate
without regard of the consequences. To make matters worse,
some of these scams are occurring in the workplace as well,
and your employees may not know how to recognize or prevent them.
The first advise to follow is to always be cautious of
official or opportunistic communications. If you receive a call
or email from a utility company, finance company or government agency, make sure it is legitimate before offering any
information. Ask them to provide the information and don’t
offer anything private like social security numbers, account
numbers or birthdays. All of this data can be used to steal
your identity. Furthermore, there is no prince or lost relative
living in Nigeria who wants to hide millions of dollars in your
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Avoding Scams – continued
personal account.
Another thing to avoid is the
word “yes.” Do NOT say the word yes
on the phone unless you are sure of the
caller’s identity. Scammers are now
recording calls, and will often ask “Can
you hear me?” or other innocent
sounding questions. Your yes answer
will be recorded, and will then be used
to hack into your bank accounts and
credit cards over the phone. If you ever hear “Can you hear me?” from an
unknown caller, hang up immediately.
A recent scam aimed at businesses is the copier scam. Your business will receive a call from a company
that supplies copiers. They will ask
your employee for a model number,
stating that they need to send a manual
for the machine. Instead, you will receive boxes of overly expensive toner
or other supplies along with invoices
for the sent items. Unless you are
there to intercept the delivery, your
employees may not know it’s not legitimate.
To prevent this scam, make sure
your employees know not to divulge
any information about your equipment,
including copiers, printers, computers
or phones. Although I haven’t heard of
other scams, I’m sure some crook will
devise one to target unwary employees. Information about your equipment and systems should be treated
with as much delicacy as your customers’ information.
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An easy scam to avoid is the
scary call from the IRS. It’s simple to
recognize since the IRS will never call
you but sends mail on official letterhead for all communication. Your
bank, however, may rely on phone
calls. If your bank does call, never give
out security codes or credit card numbers. The best practice is to call the
bank or credit card company yourself.
Don’t call the number that called you,
but look on the card itself or locate the
number using the internet. Ask the
person who answers if they called you
since they’ll have it on record.
If you want to learn more about
active and updated scams, you may be
interested in https://www.scamdetector.com They describe thousands of scams used over various
platforms such as the phone, internet
and even traveling. The website has a
newsletter you can subscribe to if you
desire. While scams are not a reason
to panic, the wise should be aware of
them and take certain precautions to
avoid a disaster.

From the Desk of Robert Taylor – PAOLMA Advocate
Summer has come to Harrisburg and, thanks to a robust economy and unemployment figures, the passage of a balanced budget for the new Fiscal Year
2019-2020 occurred on time and with relatively little contention. The Commonwealth enjoyed a surplus of revenues above the 2018-2019 budget projections
of about $700 Million. That money allowed the General Assembly and Governor Wolf to cover some deficit spending for 2018-19 and enact a $33.997 Billion budget for 2019-20 (a 1.8% increase over the previous year). All was accomplished without any tax increases, new taxes or fee increases.
Nearly $300 Million was invested in the Rainy Day Fund as a reserve against
future revenue downturns and increases in education were abundant. $432 M
more for Pre-K-12 education, $160 M added for basic education, $50 M for
special education and $25 M more for Pre-K. An additional $60 M was appropriated for School Safety. Additional funding was provided for Career and
Technical Education and higher education as well.
Programs to stimulate and protect the agricultural industry were given added
funding as were opioid programs and care for the elderly in nursing homes and
homecare.
Once again the General Assembly increased the amount of General Fund appropriation to the PA State Police (PSP). Three years ago 75.5% of the State
Police budget was funded from the Motor License Fund which collects gas tax
and fee revenues to fund road, bridge and mass transit programs in Pennsylvania. The General Fund paid the remainder of the PSP budget. In 2019-20 the
Motor License Fund contribution will be 66.7% of the overall PSP budget--thus
allowing more license fund money to remain dedicated to its intended purpose
of building and maintaining PA roads, bridges, transit and other infrastructure. The folks at PennDOT are pleased to keep more transportation money in
their coffers.
Compared to the past decade of slim revenues and escalating costs the 201920 PA budget process was downright benign. It helps to be flush with cash!
The Pennsylvania Online Messengers Association has been very active in the
Spring and Summer of 2019 educating policymakers about the benefits of HB
1509 sponsored by Representative Barry Jozwiak of Berks County (R). PAOLMA
Board Members and Association Members have met with numerous House
members serving on the House Transportation Committee and Appropriations
Committee to discuss the bill which creates a 2-in-1 registration/physical inspection sticker on the license plate. Support continues to grow in the General
Assembly as the consequences of Act 89 of 2013, and its removal of a registration sticker on the plate, is understood. The threat to public safety, the negative impact on consumer convenience, the potential increase in uninsured motorists, and the loss of $33 M in actual and potential revenue from losses in
registrations year-to-year, are forcing the General Assembly to re-evaluate its
actions of 2013 (Act 89).
The process to enact HB 1509 into law continued in earnest this summer as the
House Transportation Committee held a well-attended hearing on the bill on
August 13th in Harrisburg. PAOLMA Board members John Yurconic, Jo Naccarato, and Carol Flament attended the hearing and presented testimony
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From the Desk of Robert Taylor – continued
to Committee members. Other organizations sent representatives to testify or
offered written letters in support of HB 1509 to the Committee. The Pennsylvania State Troopers Association, the Fraternal Order of Police, PA State Lodge,
the Pennsylvania Chiefs of Police Association, and the Pennsylvania Auto Theft
Prevention Authority each expressly supported HB 1509 as a valuable public
safety and law enforcement tool. The Pennsylvania District Attorneys Association was represented by Lehigh County District Attorney Jim Martin, Montgomery County First Assistant District Attorney, Ed McCann, and Lehigh County Detective Daniel Warg who testified in support of HB 1509 by saying, “The PDAA…
supports HB 1509, the legislation to require that registration stickers be placed
on license plates. Stickers help show whether a car is properly registered, inspected and insured. Streamlining the entire process in the manner that Representative Jozwiak has proposed makes sense both as a matter of public safety
and as a matter of operational efficiency.”
PAOLMA testimony focused on the benefits of the sticker as a public safety
enhancement to assure all vehicles on the road are properly registered, that
law enforcement has another tool for identifying and assuring vehicles are
properly insured, and that consumers have an annual reminder to timely renew
registrations. John Yurconic emphasized the significant loss of actual registrations between 2016 and 2017 (when the stickers were no longer required on
the plate) and the $22 M lost to PennDOT in 2017 due to the actual and potential lost registrations. That financial loss, at a time when stakeholders are
scrounging to find dollars for needed infrastructure repairs across Pennsylvania, was exacerbated in 2018 when another $11 M in potential registration
revenue was lost.
The Pennsylvania State Police and PennDOT testified in opposition to HB 1509.
PA State Police representatives testified more in opposition to moving the inspection sticker from the front windshield to the license plate. They claimed
that HB 1509 circumvents the current inspection and registration process in
Pennsylvania, that requiring inspection first and then registration would be
impractical, that sticker theft would occur, and that fraud would be perpetrated through this reversal of the registration/inspection process.
PennDOT Deputy Secretary for Driver and Vehicle Services, Kurt Myers argued
that the removal of stickers from the plates has not sacrificed public safety, has
led to greater efficiencies, has been more consumer friendly, and has not resulted in a loss of revenues to the Motor License Fund.
The House of Representatives returns to session from summer recess on September 17, 2019. A week later the Pennsylvania Senate returns. The Transportation Committee may take up a vote on HB 1509 in September to report the
bill from the Committee to the House Floor. A Floor vote would, at some point,
have to follow. PAOLMA members continue to educate the public and government officials regarding the value of HB 1509, and the importance of returning
the stickers to the license plates. It has been a busy and productive Summer
for PAOLMA regarding HB 1509 and the repeal of Act 89. The stakes are about
to get higher. Expect more activity on the bill in the coming weeks!
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For Your Information
Submitted By - Jo Naccarato
PA Auto License Brokers

SAMPLE LETTER THAT GOES OUT FOR LOW
PURCHASE PRICE
The second sheet has proven valuable when angry
customers come back to us demanding that we “fix”
it.
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For Your Information
Submitted By - Jo Naccarato
PA Auto License

PROTECTING YOUR BUSINESS
I was recently audited by the Pa Dept. of Revenue.
It is important to know what to keep and how long
to keep it. I found the attached on the IRS website. My accountant recommends
keeping records even longer. You may want to check with your accountant. If
you are ever audited keep checking back with them. They never notified me that
the audit was complete and everything was OK.

My accountant’s recommendations.
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Tax Records

7 years

Bank statements

7 years

Employee Records

10 years

Quickbooks records of all deposits and checks

7 years

Payroll Records

10 years

Computer printouts of Daily receipts control (all offices)

7 years

All receipts for all customers

7 years

Settlements sheets for all property

Forever
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For Your Information
Submitted By - Jo Naccarato
PA Auto License Brokers

HELPFUL INFORMATION
When renewing dealer plates the application
must have proof of insurance listing the specific plates that are being renewed. If you are including an insurance
ID card, the specific plate numbers must be on the card or you may
have a Certificate of Liability card showing the plates or an insurance
Declaration page stating those specific plates are covered or a letter
from the insurance carrier stating the specific plates are covered.

DCNR is requesting we DO NOT submit the back of the drivers license
with our DCNR applications. It causes errors with their scanners.
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Did You Know?
Submitted by Jo Naccarato Pa Auto License Brokers

IMS
Fun Fact
Some of you may remember this but many of the newer ones probably do not know about
these systems.
To look up Dealer info.
Go to the PennDOT VR green screens.
Type in IMS.
Then your user ID and password.
Click clear.
Type in one of the following.
1. DIN (space)followed by the DIN number you are searching
2. DLTAG (space) followed by the dealer tag number.
3. DLNM (space) followed by the dealer name.
This is especially helpful when you are helping a dealer renew or reissue his plates. You
can tell which plates are still active, which are dead and if the renewal has been processed.
4.VINA To look up VIN numbers This one will only rarely be useful but good to
know.
Type in VINA (space) and then your VIN number. If the VIN is correct it will give the
Make, Year, Fuel and Type (MC TK etc.)
18
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Did You Know?
Submitted by Jo Naccarato Pa Auto License Brokers

Q & A with PennDOT
Question: Certificate of Origin. ABC dealer on the
front assigns it to DEF dealer on the back. DEF dealer
assigns it to XYZ dealer. XYZ dealer assigns it to their
customer John Jones. Who completes the Odometer
disclosure statement on the MCO?
Answer: Dealer XYZ will complete the odometer
disclosure statement when they sell it to John
Jones.
Question: What is the procedure when we need to manually write the forms for an intransit
plate?
Answer: When a vehicle record is purged, the customer and agent should be working
with our dealer audit unit to first un-purge the record and then issue the intransit tag to
the customer. The only time the manual form should be used is when the integrators
system is down. The integrator will have procedures and I believe an authorization code
for their customer in those instances.
Question: Can a reconstructed vehicle apply for an antique?
Answer: Yes, as long as it is not a specially constructed vehicle.
Question: What do we do about the county fee on permanent trailer plates?
Answer: As of now the verbiage is on the fact sheet that you would only charge for the
fee if required by the county 1 time for a permanent trailer tag. Research and Support
advised they will be updating the Local Use Fee Fact Sheet soon.
Question: May we accept a military ID to issue an Intransit plate?
Answer: The Pennsylvania ID and Pennsylvania address requirement does not apply to
the issuance of Intransit Registration Plates. An out-of-state address and identification
are required to issue an Intransit Registration Plate. A military ID and utility bill (for proof
of address) can be accepted to issue an Intransit plate.
Question: May we issue an Intransit plate on an MCO for a kit trailer?
Answer: Yes, but we are not sure what the customers home state will say about titling
and registering it.
Question: A title transfer was done on an MCO but the dealer’s information was never printed on the front of the MCO. The dealer states they do not have a stamp and they want to
hand write the dealer information on.
Answer: The MCO should be considered incomplete. Once the manufacturer distributes the vehicle to whoever, that information must be recorded on the face of the MCO.
It cannot be handwritten in.
.
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Comedy Corner

Submitted by Jo A Naccarato

Disclaimer: The
information contained in this newsletter is for general information purposes only. The information is provided by the
Pennsylvania Online Messenger Association, it’s volunteers and invited government entities and while we endeavor
to keep the information up to date and correct, we make no representations or warranties of any kind, express or
implicit, about the completeness, accuracy, legality, reliability or suitability with respect to the information, forms or
services contained in this newsletter. Any reliance you place on such information is therefore strictly at your own
risk. It is therefore the responsibility of each receiver of this newsletter to verify the information provided and/or
seek professional guidance/advice before taking any actions on information in this newsletter.
In no event will Pennsylvania Online Messenger Association or it’s volunteers or presenters/contributors be held
responsible if inaccurate information is unintentionally given in this newsletter. In no event will Pennsylvania
Online Messenger Association be held liable for any loss or damage including without limitation, indirect or consequential loss or damage, or any loss or damage whatsoever arising from loss of profits or any incidents arising our of
or in connection with, any use of the information in this newsletter.
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